
Albanian software development company seeks 

ICT partners to conclude subcontracting and 

outsourcing agreement. 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

Identificativo proposta:BOAL20190520001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

It is Albanian Company, founded in Tirana in 2011.It provides software development services and is 
interested in finding partners operating in ICT fields to offer IT outsourcing/near-shoring services. It is 
specialized in offering different services such as software development, custom software development for 
web, mobile and desktop, database development, integration and maintenance, IT security etc. 
Subcontracting and outsourcing agreement would be suitable for cooperation 
 
 
Established in Tirana/Albania, in 2011, it is one of the most known ICT companies dealing with services such 
as: - developing and selling computer software for use in different fields. - providing consultancy services 
regarding the application of information technology in different fields. - Import and sale of hardware for use in 
the field of information technology. - Developing courses and professional training. Since its foundation, the 
company has been involved in different projects and providing IT solutions to clients active in the following 
industries: automotive, communication, construction and engineering, industrial manufacturing, public sector, 
utilities and retails. Their pool of experts is composed by specialist certified in using ignition accounting, use 
of Flare, HR (human resources) and payroll lists; Flare billing, Mobiread, experts certified in the development 
and implementation of separation accounting; digital archive etc. Their competences cover a wide range of 
technologies, the most important of them being: •Oracle Java EE & SE •Microsoft .NET •Web, Desktop & 
Mobile •C/C++ •Web/Frontend development •Mobile native & Cross platform development 
•Manual/Automated testing & QA The Albanian company is looking both for ICT companies and also 
companies that are active in the industries mentioned above who are interested in long term partnerships 
under outsourcing and subcontracting agreement. The foreign partner should use services provided by the 
Albanian company, as well as outsourcing its ICT services to the Albanian partner. 
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